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 Jeremiah of Anathoth, whose life and sayings this book will seek to present, was one of the
prophets of Israel. That statement, though it may at first glance seem to be no more than a
commonplace, is actually the essential statement to be made about the man. Jeremiah was a
prophet. One could, to be sure, add to it a great many other statements about Jeremiah, for he was
both one of the great figures of Israel’s history and a person whom one can readily admire. He
was a man of great spiritual insight and depth, a man of driving eloquence who was possessed of
unusual poetic gifts; he was, moreover, in the profoundest sense of the word a brave man, a
passionate and exceedingly human man who captures our sympathies as few figures from ancient
times do. And one could say a great deal more. But such statements, true though they may be,
would add little to our understanding of Jeremiah. If we would understand Jeremiah, it is not as a
great and gifted man that we must approach him, but as what he was first and last - a prophet.

Who Were the Prophets ?
 Now the prophets of Israel were a unique phenomenon, without real parallel in the ancient world
- or anywhere else, for that matter. And it is just because of their uniqueness, because they do not
lend themselves to comparison with any class or group with which we are familiar, that they are
so frequently misunderstood, or so imperfectly understood that their true place in the history of
Israel’s religion is missed. We must, therefore, begin by asking who the prophets of Israel were.
Many of us, no doubt because that is what the word “prophet” has come to mean in popular
parlance, are inclined to think of them as foretellers of the future, men who with uncanny
accuracy predicted coming events. And certainly there is truth in this. The prophets repeatedly
announced the coming of events both in the near and the more distant future; and it was
doubtless in no small part because so many of their more important predictions actually came to
pass that their words were so piously preserved. Yet to think of them merely as inspired
predictors of the future is, to say the least, to view them one-sidedly and do them grave injustice.
Again, because the prophets attacked abuses in the social order, and because most of them were
at loggerheads with the ruling elements and with many of the major institutions of the society of
their day, we are tempted to think of them as rebels against the exisiting order, champions of the
oppressed classes, radical social reformers. Now the prophets certainly did attack social abuses;
they championed the cause of the poor, and they called down the divine judgment upon those
responsible for their mistreatment. Yet to depict them as revolutionaries or social reformers is
both an egregious modernization and little better than caricature. Then, too, there are those who,
moved by the ethical teachings of the prophets, impressed by the majesty of their conception of
God, and feeling that it was surely they who imparted these insights to Israel, have been inclined
to regard them as great religious teachers, thinkers, spiritual pioneers, who through the truths
they proclaimed lifted Israel above the level of a purely cultic and national religion to the heights
of ethical monotheism. But, again, to understand them as religious teachers is to misunderstand
them fundamentally. So we must again ask: Who were these men? What did they believe
themselves to be?



The word "prophet" probably means- though this is disputed- "one who has been called" (i.e.,by
the Deity). But in attempting to say what the prophets were, we are hampered by the fact that the
term seems to be applied to widely differing types of people. It is applied to an Amos, and to that
group from which Amos explicitly disassociated himself (Amos 3:14); to a Jeremiah, and to
those who were his bitterest opponents. It is applied to men who danced in ecstatic frenzy till
they fell down senseless, and to men who, so far as we know, said all that they had to say in cold
possession of their faculties. It is applied to seers who for a fee would tell a man where his lost
donkeys were (I Sam 9:7f.,20), and to men who spoke of greater things and got no fee- save
persecution. The truth seems to be that the term "prophet" came to be used as a designation for
various originally separate functions. Certainly it could be applied to the greatest spirits that
Israel ever produced, and to men- some of them surely well-intentioned, others just as surely
frauds- who, to say the least, reflected no credit on their office. In view of this ambiguity, it
would be well at the outset to say a few words regarding the nature and the history of the
prophetic movement in Israel.

The Phenomenon of Prophetic Ecstasy
So far as we know from our sources, prophets first made their appearance in Israel somewhat
prior to the establishment of the monarchy- thus some four hundred years before Jeremiah was
born. The stories that tell of the Philistine wars and of the elevation of Saul to kingship give us
some idea of their activity. Here we see bands of prophets, in frenzied excitement, "prophesying"
to the accompaniment of music (I Sam 10:5-13). Saul, we are told, fell among them and , feeling
the spirit of Yahweh rush upon him, began to "prophesy" in their midst. On another occasion (I
Sam 19:18-24) we are told that Saul, seized by the spirit in their company, stripped off his
clothes and wallowed on the ground all day and all night, "prophesying". Prophets of this sort
clearly represented an ecstatic, "pentecostal" strain in Israel's religion, psychologically akin to
similiar manifestations in various other religions, including Christianity. They seem to have been
intensely patriotic men who in their dervish-like frenzy fired their compatriots to fight Yahweh's
holy war against the Philistine oppressors.

We hear of ecstatic prophets again in the mid-ninth century, at which time they seem to have
been especially active. This was when Ahab and Jezebel attempted to give the cult of Tyrian Baal
official status in Israel and when, at the same time, the nation was locked in mortal struggle with
the Aramean kingdom of Damascus. Those stories in the Book of Kings (I Kings 17-II Kings 10)
that tell of the doings of Elijah, Elisha, and other prophets are especially revealing. Here we see
groups called "the sons of the prophets" living in a communal life in the neighborhood of some
holy place (II Kings 2, 4:38-41), supported by the gifts of the devout (II Kings 4:42-44). At their
head was a "master", who in some of these stories )cf.II Kings 6:1-7) is none other than Elisha
himself. Apparently they could be distinguished by their dress (II Kings 1:8; cf.Zech 13:4), and
perhaps by some distinctive marking or tonsure (I Kings 20:41; II Kings 2:23). Elevated to
ecstasy by music and dance, they would give their oracles singly (II Kings 3:15) or in groups (I
Kings 22:1-28); for their services it was customary to give them a fee (II Kings 5:20-27).
Although their behavior cause many to regard then as crazy (II Kings 9:11), they were
nevertheless ardent patriots, as they had always been. They followed the army in the field (II
Kings 3:11-19), they encouraged the king to strike against Israel's foes (I Kings 20:13f.) and, in
the tradition of holy war, expected him to show no mercy (I Kings 20:35-43). At the same time,



being stout nationalists and fanatically zealous for Yahweh, they found Jezebel, and her foreign
abominations odious. They opposed her, quite literally, to the death (I Kings 18:4).

Ecstatic prophecy, then, played an important role in Israel's history. But although it was, as we
see it in the Bible, a phenomenon that was thoroughly Israelite in spirit, it was not one peculiar to
Israel, for parallels to it may be found among neighboring peoples, specifically the Canaanites.
Various examples could be adduced; but perhaps it will suffice to remind the reader of the four
hundred and fifty prophets of Baal whom Elijah confronted on Mount Carmel and who, calling
on their god in frenzy, gashed themselves with knives till they were covered with blood (I Kings
18:17-29). Although we have no real evidence that Israelite ecstatics practiced self-mutilation, it
is clear that the phenomenon of prophetic ecstasy was not confined to Israel. Nor are we led by it
to the essential nature of prophecy in Israel, the distinguishing mark of which was not, or did not
remain, ecstasy.

Bearers of Specific Messages from God
But Israel had from very early times known another type of prophet: a prophet who was in no
proper sense an ecstatic and who did not function as a member of a prophetic band, but who
came as a lone individual bringing a message from his God- a message, it may be added, that the
recipients often had no wish to hear. It is probable that this type of prophecy, too, had
antecedents outside of Israel. The eighteenth-century B.C. Mari texts from Upper Mesopotamia
show us examples of men who came, unbidden and unexpected, to deliver a message from the
god; and it is significant that the population of Mari at this period was of the same stock as
Israel's own ancestors. Nevertheless, regardless of its antecedents, the phenomenon of prophecy
as it developed in Israel was unique, without a real parallel anywhere.

As an early example of this latter type of prophet one thinks of Samuel. Samuel is a difficult
figure to evaluate, chiefly because the sources portray him in such a variety of ways: now as a
warrior hero like the Judges before him (I Samuel 7:3-14); now as a judge in a narrower sense, a
"minor judge" ( I Samuel 7:15-17; now as a seer who for a fee gave oracles on matters of private
concern (I Samuel 9: 5-10, 20), now as one who discharged priestly functions (I Samuel 9: 13;
10:8, etc.). But above all Samuel is depicted as a prophet, one who brought a message that he had
received from Yahweh. One recalls how - in some of the sources, against his own will - he
announced the divine designation of Saul as king; and one also recalls how, when Saul had
shown himself disobedient, Samuel came at the command of his God and publicly revoked that
designation ( I Samuel 15). Samuel's motives are ambiguous and cannot concern us here. But it is
probable that, nurtured in the traditions and institutions of Israel's primitive tribal order, he feared
the monarchy and desired above all things that the new order be kept subordinate to the old. It is
to be noted that, although apparently not himself an ecstatic, he co-operated with the ecstatic
prophets and seems to have shared their patriotic aims (I Samuel 10:1-16; 19:18-24).
Prophets of the type just described appear again and again in biblical records relating to the tenth
and ninth centuries. The monarchy having been established, they do not appear as a group to
have been hostile to the institution. But they reserved the right to criticize it, its rulers and
policies, in the light of an older tradition and, when they felt it to be in error, to seek to correct it -
by direct political action if need be. One thinks of Nathan, who was a member of David's court,
yet who (II Samuel 11:1-14) did not hesitate to come to his king in Yahweh's name and denounce



him to his face for his crime against his retainer Uriah - a clear violation of covenant law. Or one
thinks of Gad, another of David's court prophets, who when David had taken his census (II
Samuel 24) - a preparatory step toward systematic taxation and conscription, both innovations,
and abhorrent to men nurtured in the old tradition - came to the king at Yahweh's command to
offer him his choice of punishment. Or again, one is reminded of Ahijah of Shiloh who, outraged
at Solomon's highhanded policies and religious laxity, met Jeroboam by the road (I Kings
11:26-40) and , in Yahweh's name announcing the disruption of Solomon's kingdom, designated
him king over northern Israel.

Prophetic activity of this sort - designating kings and, because opposed to the establishment of a
dynasty, designating other kings to succeed them - is a characteristic feature of the history of
northern Israel in the years that followed. But the outstanding representative of early Israelite
prophecy is surely Elijah. One recalls how when Ahab had done Naboth to death in order to have
his vineyard (I Kings 221), Elijah confronted him and passed death sentence upon him in the
name of Yahweh. But above all one thinks of Elijah's bitter opposition to the policies of Ahab
and Jezebel, how in effect he declared holy war upon them and labored unceasingly for the
extirpation of Baalism from Israel. He, through his successor Elisha and the prophetic bands with
whom the latter consorted, set off the revolution that drowned Ahab's house in blood.

With Elijah and the struggle against Ahab's house the earlier prophetic movement reached the
climax of its activity. But even as it did so it underwent a crisis, as the result of which it seems in
the years that followed progressively to have lost its way. No doubt this was in part occasioned
by Jezebel's persecution, which fell with especial fury on the prophets. Although many of them -
perhaps most of them - stood firm, some of them, being only human, gave way. Surrendering to
the state they placed themselves at its disposal and contented themselves thereafter with saying
only what the king wished to hear. This meant that prophets who still opposed the state and its
policies were obliged to oppose their fellow prophets as well. We have a graphic illustration of
this in I Kings 22:1-28. Here we see four hundred prophets, elevated to ecstacy, with unanimous
voice assuring Ahab that Yahweh would give him victory over the Arameans, while one lone
prophet, Micaiah ben Imlah, said just the opposite, declaring that the other prophets were
possessed by a lying spirit from on high. It is to be noted that Micaiah, although he knew full
well what it would cost him, stoutly refused (vs. 14) to speak any word in Yahweh's name save
the one that Yahweh had given him. This is the earliest illustration that we have of something
that later seems to have been distressingly common; prophetic word flatly contradicting prophetic
word, and prophet pitted against prophet. One can imagine the confusion of the hearers! This
schism within the ranks of the prophets, begun - so we have supposed - under the lash of
persecution, was probably still further widened as a result of the successful purge of Ahab's
house, which the prophets themselves had helped to instigate. It is not unlikely that many of
them, feeling that their aims had been achieved and satisfied that Yahweh's will had been done,
rested their attack upon the now (in their view) reformed state and began thereafter to place their
patriotic zeal at its disposal. Far from criticizing it further and blind to its shortcomings, by the
nationalistic oracles that they uttered they gave it the blessing of Yahweh.

In any event, whatever the contributing causes may have been, there is evidence that by the
mid-eighth century the prophetic orders had in large measure abdicated their original function.



The mid-eighth century saw Israel and Judah in a period of great prosperity and military strength
- though one that was soon to be ended by the westward advance of Assyria. It also saw the
northern state, at least, in an advanced state of social and moral decay. Unethical practices, the
heartless oppression of the weak, highhanded infractions of covenant law, were common (Amos).
The rich, through means both legal and illegal, took every advantage of the poor and robbed them
of their property, and the state did nothing to prevent it; indeed, the leaders of the state were
deeply implicated. At the same time, the national religion had been corrupted by the infiltration
of pagan practices (Hosea), praticularly the practice of the fertility cult with its immoral rites, to
such a degree that, in some of its manifestations at least, it was scarcely recognizable as
Yahwism. Yet to all this the prophets as a group seem to have uttered no effective protest. No
doubt there were sincere men among them. But if we may trust such allusions to them as we find
in the prophetic books of the Bible (and there is no reason why we may not), we must conclude
that as a group they had become mere professionals, hangers-on at court and shrine, many of
them time-servers interested chiefly in their fees (e.g., Micah 3:5, 11), who felt no impulse to
criticize the state and the society of which they were a part.

Lone Individuals Compelled to Speak
But it was, providentially, just at this time- in the middle and latter part of the eighth century,
thus one hundred years before Jeremiah's day- that the prophetic movement entered a new phase.
The first of the "classical" prophets, those whose words are preserved for us in the prophetic
books of the Bible , stepped upon the stage of history: first Amos and then Hosea in northern
Israel, followed shortly by Isaiah and Micah in Judah.

The classical prophets were both a new thing in Israel and the continuation of an ancient
tradition. That they were something new is obvious. Certainly they were not members of the
prophetic orders as these had existed up to their time. On the contrary, disgusted with the venality
of these prophets and convinced that their pleasing oracles were not Yahweh's word, they were at
pains to dissociate themselves from them completely (cf. Amos 7:14; Micah 3:5,11). Though
they underwent profound psychic experiences, and on occasion acted out their prophecies
mimetically as their predecessors had done, they were not ecstatics; rather, in full possession of
their faculties, they delivered their messages in the form of polished poetic oracles, usually of the
highest literary quality.

Though we know that some of them gathered disciples about them (e.g., Isa.8:16), and suspect
that all of them did, they did not give group oracles, but prophesied quite alone. Finally- and in
this they differed from the entire tradition that had preceded  them- though they often took issue
with the policy of the state and sought by all the powers at their command to correct it, they
never, so far as we know, indulged in revolutionary activity. Their word was a word from their
God, and they were willing to leave its implementation to him.

Yet in spite of these differences, the classical prophets carried forward the tradition of their
predecessors. This is not merely that they were called by the same title and cast their message in
the same oracular form as a message from Yahweh. It is, rather, that in many of their distinctive
viewpoints they were at one with their predecessors, that the major points of their attack lay
precisely in those areas that had been of essential concern in the older prophetic tradition. The



prophets differed from one another in background, in temper and personality, in station in life;
and the details of their messages differed. But certain features are more less common to them all.
All of the great eighth century prophets attacked the sins of society, the crimes of brother against
brother; they attacked the worship of gods other than Yahweh, and the importation of foreign
features into the cult of Yahweh; and they attacked the elaborate but often empty ritual by which
men hoped to satisfy the divine demands. In its essential features this attack was certainly not
new.

Nevertheless, it must be said that the classical prophets, though standing in an old tradition,
carried out their criticism of society with a moral insight and a radical consistency never known
before. Theirs was a time that called for some new word from Israel's God. That new word they
brought; yet it was in its essence not new, but a very old word radically reinterpreted and adapted
to the new situation. The message of the classical prophets was rooted in the traditions of Israel's
distant past, in the recollection of Yahweh's gracious deeds toward his people and the covenant
that he had made with them in the wilderness, and in awareness of the stringent stipulations
attached to that covenant: to worship no god save Yahweh and scrupulously to obey his covenant
law in every dealing with the brother. A keen sense of the primitive and essential nature of
Israel's faith informed all that the prophets had to say. As they evaluated the society of their day
in the light of it, there issued a message of judgment, for Israel, as they saw it, had violated
Yahweh's covenant and laid itself open to his wrath. All the eighth century prophets gave
warning of judgment to come, a judgment which Yahweh would himself execute in the context
of historical events, and - though often feeling the futility of it - they summoned their people to
repent. At the same time, all of them , because they held fast to the confidence that Yahweh's
promises and purposes were sure (this, too, an essential feature of Israel's primitive faith), looked
beyond the disaster that was coming to a better future

The Prophets own self-evaluation
But here we must guard ourselves from misunderstanding the prophets. We are not to think of
them merely as spiritually sensitive men, alive both to their religious heritage and to the
corruption of the society in which they lived, who felt moved to make, and who had the gifts to
make, an effective protest. A modern might be inclined to evaluate them so; but it would be
entirely to misunderstand the evaluation that they placed on themselves. The prophets came,
every one of them, to their work with a profound sense of divine vocation: they had been called.
Some of them tell us explicitly of their experiences in this regard. Isaiah, for example (Isa. 6),
describes how in a vision he found himself in the heavenly court, in the very presence of the
thrice holy God himself, and how he was there commissioned to carry the divine message to his
people. Ezekiel had various strange visions, in one of which (Ezek. 2:8 - 3:3) he devoured a
scroll upon which God's word for his people was written. And Jeremiah (Jer 1) felt the divine
hand on his lips and knew that the divine word had been placed in his mouth. Although other
prophets do not similarly confide in us, there is reason to believe that all of them came to their
work through some definite experience of call. They knew that they had been commissioned by
Yahweh to be his messengers. The word they spoke was Yahweh's word, not their own. This is
why they prefaced it with a "this is what Yahweh said" and had the temerity to phrase it in the
first person as if Yahweh himself was the speaker, and their mouth his mouth. Nor did they
merely feel permitted to do this; they were compelled to do it. Yahweh's hand had been laid upon



them and, regardless of their own inclinations, they had no choice but to say what he had told
them to say. That this could evoke serious inner tension is obvious; Jeremiah himself is the best
witness to that fact.

But how, one might ask, could the prophets and their hearers be sure that the word that they
spoke was actually a word from God? Ancient Israelites, who had no doubt that Yahweh spoke
through his prophets, were forced in their own way to ask this question too. The very fact that the
prophetic word was not an abstract teaching but a specific directive for a specific situation, posed
the question. It posed the question because what came as Yahweh's word for one situation was
not always the same word for another situation. Thus, for example, an Isaiah could assure his
king (e.g., Isa.37:33-35) that Yahweh would never allow Jerusalem to be taken, while a Jeremiah
had to assure the kings of his day that that was just what Yahweh was going to do. Worse than
this, it not infrequently happened that in a single given situation one prophet would declare that
such-and-such was Yahweh's word, while another prophet would simultaneously declare it to be
the exact opposite. How could the hearer tell which prophet really had the word, or if either did?
And there we shall have to leave the matter. One simply cannot prove the truth of the essential
claim of the prophets that they spoke a word from God, and any attempts to do so is a waste of
time. Faith will affirm that they did. But for the purposes of this book one point must be stressed,
and stressed again; it is only as men who believed, who knew, that the word they spoke was the
word of their God that the prophets are to be understood at all. To that, one can only add that
their words have in the truest sense been vindicated by history. By this one does not mean merely
that a great number of their predictions demonstrably came to pass, but rather that their words
have stood the test of time. Though specific words addressed to specific situations of the ancient
past, they have an eternal quality about them. To this day men still read them and find in them
worthwhile instruction, courage, and inspiration. And still to this day they nurture the faith of
those multitudes who hear in them, no less than did ancient Israel, the word of their God.

From the introduction to Jeremiah, in The Anchor Bible Series (1965). John Bright was for
many years, the Cyrus McCormick Professor of Hebrew and the Interpretation of the Old
Testament, Union Theological Seminary in Richmond, Virginia. Among his best known books is,
The Kingdom of God (1953), and A History of Israel (1959).
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